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BUILT TOUGH

Modern style and fit

Raglan sleeves, side panels, tab placket and standard 
collar provides a modern fit.

Additional seam strengthening

Specialised core spun threads with high tensile 
strength are used throughout the garment delivering 
extra strength to all seams.

Comfort and durability

The use of a 5-thread stitch on all seams means extra 
durability with out compromising comfort.

Collar strength

High intensity herringbone tape 
is used around the neck for extra 
strength and durability

Strengthened side seams

Outline stitching is sewn using 
core spun threads which adds 
extra strength to all side seams.

Reinforced side seams

Herringbone tape is added and 
sewn into side seams using core 
spun threads which adds extra 
strength to all side seams.

Hem and sleeve strength

Hem and sleeve binding for 
added strength and a modern 
finish.

Reinforcement tape

High intensity herringbone tape 
around the neck, shoulders and 
all seams creates further strength
and durability.

Strengthened high stress areas

Bar tacking at high stress areas of 
the garment provides strength.

Increased raglan sleeve 
strength

Added piping with double needle 
lock stitch at raglan sleeve seams 
increase strength.

RUGBY
LEAGUE
JERSEYS 
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Titan fabricŸ
hidden button placketŸ
standard fitŸ
reinforcement tape & strengthened constructionŸ

Pattern 666 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL
Pattern 667 - mens youth sizes 4Y - 16Y

Mandarin collar jersey 

MANDARIN
COLLAR
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On Field: 633 

KNIGHTS 
NECK

side panelsŸ
self fabric binding on sleeve and hemŸ
scalloped back hemŸ
Titan fabricŸ
standard fitŸ
reinforcement tape & strengthened constructionŸ

Pattern 892 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL
Pattern 893 - mens youth sizes 4Y - 16

Knights neck jersey
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PERFORMANCE
NECK

v-neck with hidden button placketŸ
scalloped back hemŸ
Titan fabricŸ
player fit with shaped waistŸ
reinforcement tape & strengthened constructionŸ

Pattern 1643 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL

Performance neck jersey
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On Field: 662LOOP
NECK

single button placket with collar and loop neck placketŸ
Titan fabricŸ
standard fitŸ
reinforcement tape & strengthened constructionŸ

Pattern 664 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL
Pattern 665 - mens youth sizes 4Y - 16Y

Loop neck jersey
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HYBRID
NECK

hybrid neck lineŸ
scalloped back hemŸ
Titan fabricŸ
standard fitŸ
reinforcement tape & strengthened constructionŸ

Pattern 1614 - mens youth sizes 4Y - 16Y
Pattern 1681 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL

Hybrid neck jersey
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On Field: 662V-NECK
COLLAR

scalloped back hemŸ
Titan fabricŸ
player fit with shaped waistŸ
reinforcement tape & strengthened constructionŸ

Pattern 1641 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL

V-neck jersey
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STANDARD
NECK

single button placket with standing collarŸ
scalloped back hemŸ
Titan fabricŸ
player fit with shaped waistŸ
reinforcement tape & strengthened constructionŸ

Pattern 1642 - mens adult sizes  XS - 5XL

Standard jersey
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On Field: 662

ROUND
NECK

high round neckŸ
scalloped back hemŸ
Titan fabricŸ
player fit with shaped waistŸ
reinforcement tape & strengthened constructionŸ

Pattern 1640 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL

Round neck jersey
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RUGBY
LEAGUE
SHORTS

elastic waist with drawstringŸ
Interlock 250 or Titan fabricŸ
modern fit and styleŸ

Pattern 596 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL
Pattern 1275 - mens youth sizes 4Y - 16Y

Rugby league shorts

elastic waist with drawstringŸ
sewn in side panelŸ
Interlock 250 or Titan fabricŸ
modern fit and styleŸ

Pattern 1242 - mens adult sizes XS - 5XL
Pattern 1243 - mens youth sizes 4Y - 16Y

Rugby league shorts
with side panel
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Studio designs - Rugby league

Ardeer

Enmore

Ipswich

Morwell

Burbank

Fisher

Jamestown

Napier

Corio

Greenhill

Kintore

Oakden

Dalton

Halifax

Leinster

Paringa
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Quellington

Uxbridge

Zilzie

Drummond

Rochester

Vista

Ascot

Evergreen

Sanderson

Wallaroo

Beverley

Franklin

Tamworth

Yolla

Camden

Grove
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Individual Number Fonts

Standard rugby league numbering
Below are some examples of fonts used in rugby league garments. As a standard rugby league numbers 
appear on the back only.

Rugby league standard adult size =  254mm (10 inch)
Rugby league standard youth size = 200mm (8 inch)

*This is the standard font used on all rugby 
garments if a specific font is not requested

Micromesh
An advanced lightweight 
mesh knit fabric built for 
optimal moisture 
transfer, fast drying and 
good sun protection. 

�120gsm and 165gsmŸ
�100% polyesterŸ
�hydrophilic treatmentŸ
�Ideal for t-shirts, polos Ÿ
and singlets

Taslon
This light weight woven 
fabric is moderately 
water repellent and 
delivers modest warmth 
and comfort. 

�140gsmŸ
�100% polyesterŸ
�outerwear with a soft Ÿ
single Jersey lining
�ideal for track pantsŸ

Titan
This fabric is unrivalled in our 
range for strength, with high 
stretch for garments 
intended to hug your body.

�270gsmŸ
�100% polyesterŸ
�soft and smooth on the Ÿ
inside against your skin
�ideal for jerseysŸ

Rugby league fabrics

Interlock 250
This shiny, soft, silky fabric 
specially knitted for 
sublimation is both 
comfortable and robust.

�250gsmŸ
�100% polyesterŸ
�excellent for high Ÿ
resolution images & rich 
colours
�ideal for sub jackets and Ÿ
shorts
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